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The Overview 9 August 2019  

 

RBA ≠ RBNZ, so don’t expect Lowe to follow Orr in Sep! (Josh Williamson 7 

Aug 2019) 
 

    

 Yesterday’s surprise 50bp OCR cut from the RBNZ increased market odds for a September RBA rate cut. 

Prior to the RBNZ OCR decision, the OIS market had --13 bps for September’s RBA Board meeting compared to -18bps this 

morning. In addition to the change in pricing, we’ve also heard an argument stating that the RBA needs to cut rates in September 

to further weaken the AUD following the move lower in the NZD. While we continue to expect the RBA to lower the official cash 

rate before year end from ongoing excess domestic labour market slack, we believe that a near-term RBA cut based on the 

RBNZ’s latest move is unwarranted. This is because:  

 Business confidence is better in Australia than New Zealand. 

The RBNZ cited extremely low business confidence and the potential impact on business investment along with declining profit 

margins as one of the reasons behind the OCR cut. In contrast, business confidence remains mildly positive in Australia (Figure 

1). Importantly, the RBA’s Michele Bullock today stated that “in aggregate, profits of listed non-financial corporations have looked 

healthy…gearing and debt-servicing rations have trended lower…and liquidity has increased further”. So there’s no business 

confidence related emergency that needs a policy fix in Australia. 

 Australia’s housing market has troughed while New Zealand’s has peaked. 

The RBNZ expressed concern about house price declines in Auckland and slower price appreciation in other areas and the impact 

this would possibly have on household consumption growth. Australia has weathered its housing market storm, with prices 

stabilising in the key markets of Sydney and Melbourne. The lead from auction clearance data for these two cities points to the 

likelihood of some price gains in the future (Figure 2). 

 Australia’s external performance is strong despite global headwinds. 

Weaker global trade flows have moderated New Zealand export prices and the RBNZ looks for tourism exports to weaken further. 

In contrast, key commodity prices for Australian exports have increased or remained high. This has resulted in Australia’s terms of 

trade continuing to rise (Figure 3). Furthermore, Australia has recorded a record trade surplus (Figure 4) and record services 

exports, with the latter coming from stronger tourism exports. 

 The currency isn’t a headwind to Australian economic growth. 

Nor does the relative differential between the AUD and NZD matter. Both the AUD and ATWI are at multi-year lows (Figure 5), 

below a level that would concern the RBA. 

 Stimulatory fiscal policy has been enacted in Australia. 

Our retail analysts estimate the boost to retail spending from the government’s tax offset will be most pronounced in the 

September 2019 quarter and could be between 1.0% to 1.5% (Figure 10). On a full-year basis, the lift to retail spending from the 

tax offset is worth 0.3% to 0.4%. The RBA is favourably disposed to the possible impact of the tax offset on household 

consumption, arguing against further near-term policy stimulus 

 

 

Link to full article to read the report:  
 
 

 

https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/d2cb1cfc-5aa4-492c-9c5e-3a2ce37f2540/Minis-Strike-and-Stop-Loss-Consolidated.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/7268a393-ca33-4065-b11f-d26c71df3721/Minis-Strike-and-Stop-Loss-Consolidated.xls
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/f638a342-4dcb-42e3-8dbf-ee9552557182/Instal-MINIs-Pricing-Consolidated.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN/downloads/df0e52fc-d0c5-4ff5-897f-bf40f5b00225/Bonus-Pricing.pdf
https://au.citifirst.com/EN
https://ir.citi.com/kVRIyS5fJN9IrXNAtYZcE7UKaCx%2Bk7OMzZfiReWffdgLGwXIoNayzQIZ8n8xmyCPJCx1qZovKpw%3D


 

Top Warrants & Stopped Out Warrants  

      

Previous day’s top warrants by value and volume 

Warrant Code Value Citi Warrant Code Volume Citi 

XJOMOQ $2,418,535 Citi Sells SWMJOB 648,161 Citi Sells 

NCMKOZ $248,860 Citi Sells XJOMOQ 432,165 Citi Sells 

CBALOL $222,721 Citi Buys BPTKOD 170,000 Citi Sells 

TWEKCR $221,375 Citi Sells MGRKOR 155,000 Citi Buys 

NDXKOY $213,920 Citi Buys RSGKOE 77,500 Citi Sells 

Stopped Out Warrants 

Warrant Code Strike Stop Loss Remaining Value Stop Loss Date Final Listing Date 

AGLKCA 17.3530 19.07 $1.71 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

CYBKOP 3.1000 2.79 $0.315 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

NCMKOP 42.4390 38.2 $4.13 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

REAKCA 82.4430 90.59 $7.37 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

SWMJOA 0.3260 0.38 $0.054 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

TWEKCA 14.3310 15.75 $1.335 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

DJXKOR 27074.7871 26269 $11.83 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

NDXKOY 8083.8858 7683 $5.88 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

SPFKOT 3021.5005 2932 $1.31 8/08/2019 10/08/2019 

      
 

Headlines & Highlights 

 

 Italy’s Deputy Prime Minister, Matteo Salvini, has called for early elections, stating that the current governing coalition 
no longer has a majority, and is pointless to continue amid constant quarrelling. The leader of Italy’s ruling League 
party stated that the difference between his party and its larger coalition partner, 5 Star Movement, had become 
irreconcilable. Polling for Salvini’s party has been approaching 40%, with a confidence vote expected to take place 
around August 20th.  

 Oil bounced back from the lowest level since January after Saudi Arabia indicated it’ll reduce exports to stabilize the 
market. The country’s output will fall in September, with the kingdom stating that it plans to keep its foreign sales 
below 7m barrels a day and allocate less crude than customers demand. Despite rising 2.8% overnight, futures are 
still down over 10% in August. 
 

Overnight  

 
Equities | S&P500 2,938.09 (+1.88%)  |  Stoxx600 374.71 (+1.66%)  |  FTSE100 7,285.90 (+1.21%) 

 US: US stock benchmarks on Thursday finished at or near the best levels of the session — helping the S&P 500 
and Nasdaq indexes turn positive for the week — as jitters over a potential trade and currency clash between 
Beijing and Washington gave way to greed for beaten-down assets. Shares of Caterpillar Inc. gained 1%, even 
after Goldman Sachs analysts lowered a price target for the industrial equipment maker to $130 from $156. Roku 
Inc. shares jumped 21% after the company late Wednesday topped expectations with its second-quarter results 
and issued an encouraging outlook. IAC/InterActiveCorp. is considering the distribution of its stakes in both Match 
Group Inc. and ANGI Homeservices to shareholders, the company disclosed Wednesday. It also reported better-
than-expected quarterly earnings. IAC owns about 80% of Match, a collection of dating sites like Tinder and 
OkCupid, and about 84% of ANGI. Shares of ANGI closed down 25.3%, those for Match fell 5%, while IAC’s stock 
fell 0.6%. 

 EU: European markets climbed on Thursday after a surprise boost in Chinese exports lifted global sentiment and 
bond yields moved off record lows. The pan-European Stoxx 600 SXXP rose 1.88% and the DAX lifted 1.7%, while 
the CAC PX1, was the best-performing major index, climbing 2.31%. German industrial conglomerate 



 

Thyssenkrupp climbed 3% despite trimming its full-year outlook and reporting a third-quarter loss. The weak results 
had already been priced in following a recent profit warning, the fourth of chief executive Guido Kerkhoff’s tenure. 
Drinks bottler Coca-Cola HBC declined 3.6% as operating profit fell 4.9% to €288.9 million ($323.8 million) in the 
first half of 2019. The company blamed unseasonably cold and wet weather in Europe earlier this year as it fell 
short of its own estimates of €319.8 million operating profit. Sportswear group Adidas slipped 1.6% after second-
quarter sales fell short of expectations. Sales grew 4% to €5.51 billion but were flat in Europe. 

Foreign exchange |  AUDUSD 0.6802 (+0.49%)  |  DXY 97.6570 (+0.10%)  |  EURUSD 1.1182 (-0.22%) 

 The greenback weakened after Donald Trump tweeted his displeasure at the strength of the dollar. The dollar 
lagged most of G10 counterparts while the euro and cable underperformed.      

 Cable weakened dropping 80 pips from 1.2178 to 1.2098 before retracing some of the losses closing 42 pips down 
at 1.2136 

 EURUSD fell overnight as well after Italian Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini said the government no longer 
has a majority and called for a vote. It fell 43 pips from open to close at 1.1182 after briefly rallying in the day after 
speculation of Germany’s fiscal U-turn.  

 The AUDUSD was the strongest performer amongst the G10 overnight as investors ventured into risker assets 
wagering the China’s stronger-than-expected daily fixing of its currency mitigates the risk of the trade war 
escalating. It rose 46 pips overnight peaking at 0.6818 before retracing some gains to close 30 pips up at 0.6802. 

Commodities | Gold 1,512.50 (-0.47%)  |  WTI 52.93 (+3.60%)  |  Copper 2.59 (+0.39%) 

 Oil advanced for the first time this week after Saudi Arabia signalled it’s taking steps to stabilise the market, which 
has been rocked by the escalating trade war. While futures rose 2.8% in New York, they are still down over 10% in 
August. Prices had a reprieve after Saudi officials said they will keep oil exports below 7mm b/d and allocate less 
crude than customers demand, as well as scale back output in September. Meanwhile, the UAE Energy Minister 
said oil market fundamentals are good and undergoing “temporary over-reaction”.  

 Gold futures posted the biggest loss in more than a month as haven demand weakened after China’s stronger-
than-expected daily fixing of its currency sent risk assets rising. US jobless claims also remained resilient at 209k, 
hovering just above a 49-year low. China’s export growth rebounded in July, and imports shrank less than forecast, 
signalling some recovery in trade, barring new tariff announcements. Copper rose 1.6%, while nickel surged 7.2%, 
its biggest daily jump in a decade, as all other base metals also rose on the LME. Nickel surged as much as 13%, 
as it extended a rally triggered by speculation that top producer Indonesia might bring forward a ban on nickel ore 
exports.  

 Soybeans (+1.9%) moved higher as the rest of the agriculture complex rallied. China’s soybean purchases during 
July were 8.64mm tons, up on both month and year, and remained a routine buyer last week, being before the 
latest tensions. Corn moved +1.0% higher, despite export demand still slow, and competition coming from South 
America and Ukraine... 
 

 
 

 
CORPORATE 

 JHX.AX              Q1 2020 James Hardie Industries PLC Earnings Release 

 NWSA.OQ Q4 2019 News Corp Earnings Release 

 REA.AX Full Year 2019 REA Group Ltd Earnings Release 
 
ECONOMICS 

 11:30 AU RBA Statement on Monetary Policy 

 
 

Overnight Summary  

 
 

-- Equities --  Last     Chg     %chg  

Dow                26,378     +371     +1.4%  

S&P500              2,938     +54     +1.9%  

Nasdaq             8,039     +176     +2.2%  

Euro Stoxx  3,375     +65     +2.0%  

Shanghai Comp.  2,795     +26     +0.9%  

Nikkei  20,593     +77     +0.4%  

….SPI (Aust)      6,533     +39     +0.6%  

-- FX --        Last     Chg       %chg  

$A / $US   0.6789     +0.0032     +0.5%  

Yen / $US     106.59     -0.23     -0.2%  

Euro / $US  1.1108     +0.0012     +0.1%  



 

$A / GBP  0.5591     +0.0028     +0.5%  

A$ TWI  59.00     0.500     +0.9%  

USDCNH  6.98     0.010     +0.1%  

-- Cmdty --   Last     Chg      %chg  

Aluminium         79.2     -0.6     -0.8%  

Copper             258.8     1.0     +0.4%  

Nickel                671.8     -6.1     -0.9%  

Coking Coal  156.7     1.7     +1.1%  

Thermal Coal  67.8     0.0     +0.1%  

Iron Ore  92.3     1.6     +1.7%  

Gold  1506.40     -6.80     -0.4%  

Oil…WTI  52.54     +1.45     +2.8%  

Oil..Brent  57.74     +1.51     +2.7%  

Zinc  2261.00     -49.00     -2.1%  

Gas              2.12     +0.04     +2.0%  

-- DLCs --    Last        Chg     %chg  

BHP Billiton Plc  1,835     75.0     +4.3%  

Rio Plc  4,158     136.1     +3.4%  

Clydesdale Plc  157     6.2      +4.1%  
South 32 - 
London  159     7.5     +4.9%  

-- US listeds --  Last     Chg     %chg  

BHP - adr      51.00      +1.13     +2.2%  

RIO - adr      50.65     +1.24     +2.4%  

Janus Henderson  19.99     0.5      +2.8%  

Resmed         131.41      +2.46     +1.9%  

NWS A  13.03     +0.24       +1.9%  

James Hardie  13.21     -0.04       -0.3%  

Bonds  Last     Chg     %chg  

US 10 Year  1.72     -0.02        

Aus 10 Year  0.98     +0.02        

Volatility  Last     Chg     %chg  

VIX  16.91      -2.58     -13.2%  

Source: Bloomberg  
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For further information please contact the CitiFirst Sales desk on 1300 30 70 70.  To unsubscribe, please email citifirst.warrants@citi.com. 
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without notice and (ii) may differ from those views, opinions and estimates held or expressed by Citi or other Citi personnel.  

This communication is provided for information and discussion purposes only, is subject to change without notice, is strictly confidential, may not be reproduced and is intended for 
your use only. It does not include a number of terms and conditions that will be included in any actual transaction and final terms and conditions are subject to further discussion 
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guaranteed. Citi makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information, the reasonableness of any assumptions used in calculating any 
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(ii) deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank or any other insured depository institution.  

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citi and its employees are not in the business of providing, and do not provide, tax or legal advice to any taxpayer outside of Citi. Any statements in 
this communication to tax matters 4 were not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or relied upon, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties. Any such 
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Citi specifically prohibits the redistribution of this communication in whole or in part without the written permission of Citi and Citi accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of 
third parties in this respect.  
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